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Find peace in the grace of sincere prayer, in which your hearts are capable of leaving yourselves, for
a moment, to find the meaning of your own life in the rescue of the souls who are most in need.

Find peace in the grace of unity, in the possibility of having brothers and sisters on the evolutionary
path who, despite their imperfections, are trying day by day to be better disciples and servants of
Christ, companions of His Sacred Heart.

Find peace, children, in the possibility of looking around and being grateful, because gratitude
places your heart and consciousness above the dimensions of chaos and conflicts, and allows you to
see the Purpose of the existence hidden within beings, in their ability to love and serve.

Find peace in the possibility that God gives you of always starting from scratch again, of finding the
point you left behind so that you can resume your commitment to Him every day.

Find peace even in times of chaos, because if you are able to feel peace in your hearts, you will be
generating peace for the world and for the hearts that suffer.

Living a divine attribute, children, is the best way to radiate this attribute to the world. Being what
you expect humanity to achieve someday is the best way to serve this Purpose, this Project
conceived and loved by God. Within you are the keys and through you this Project is realized.

For this reason, when I asked you to consecrate yourselves as Children and Friends of Saint Joseph,
I also asked you to demonstrate to the world your consecration through the actions of life, so that
you may penetrate this mystery and discover that the human consciousness is one and that within
each one lies the key to the consecration of all.

I have told you this many times before, and today I tell you again that you should be that which you
expect from others and from the world. Be the human being thought of  by God, so that one day you
may see this human being manifesting itself in all creatures.

You have My blessing for this.

Your father and friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


